Abstract Submission Instructions
Please closely follow the 6 instruction steps below for your abstract submission to ensure that your submission
will be evaluated as a potential contribution for the workshop:
1.

Generate your abstract submission with the MS Word template MMCPHA2019_Abstract_template using
only format and document “MMC PHA” paragraph styles as they have been created. Follow the guidelines
given in the template abstract text.

2.

Decide which of the following categories your submission falls under (A, B, C or D):
A. Organic feedstock quality and supply
•

especially related to feedstock monitoring, conversion, control, effects - e.g. acidogenic
fermentation, bioprocess monitoring, water quality influences,

B. Mixed culture biomass production and supply, and biomass quality management
•

especially considerations and advancements in productivity, and control – e.g. enrichment
strategies, pilot investigations, bioprocess engineering

C. PHA production and polymer quality
•

especially related to process productivity, control, downstream recovery, QC/QA – e.g. polymer
accumulation, downstream processing, product quality engineering and management

D. Technoeconomic evaluations providing insight on scale up opportunities and challenges
•

especially in real world contexts of material flow and polymer supply chains. – e.g. case studies
derived and extrapolated from practical pilot investigations

3.

Save the MS Word document with a filename using no more than the surname of the corresponding author
and the category of the subject area where you are wishing to make a contribution as follows: “surname_X”
where “X” is either category A, B, C or D as noted above.

4.

Send your abstract submission by email to: mmcphaws2019@promiko.se.
following:
a.

The email subject line should be only: Abstract Submission

b.

Attach your abstract as the Word MS file

c.

In the body of your email should only simply be:

In the email please do the

Presenting: Full name of the presenting author, email address.
Corresponding: Full name of the corresponding author, email address.
5.

An email confirmation for the receipt of the submission will be sent to the corresponding author with the
email address given. If no confirmation has been received after 2 working days from the date of your
submission, double check that the correct contact information has been given, and that these instructions have
been closely followed.

6.

If no confirmation email has been received by the corresponding author, then assume that your abstract is not
under consideration. Send an enquiry to mmcphaws2019@promiko.se with “Submission Enquiry” in the
subject line.

Give a short title for your proposed contribution here
D.S. Smitha, A.B. Johanssonb and R.J. Surname3a,b
a Affiliation

b Affiliation

“a” including just short name of institution/company, city and country
“b including just short name of institution/company, city and country

Corresponding author: A.B. Johansson abj@somewhere.com

Write here a succinct abstract with a description of the main facts, ideas and outcomes
that clearly communicates the intended principal contribution of your proposed
submission for the workshop. This summary must not exceed 30 lines of text and the
format should match this document in style and appearance – this example has 21
lines of text in the abstract body. Underline the name of the author who is anticipated
to be responsible for presenting the contribution in the author list. Make sure to
include only one corresponding author name with email address as formatted above
(double check for typos in the email address as this is the link for us to reply to the
abstract submission).
An “MMC PHA” MS Word paragraph style has been created for the formatting of the
title, abstract text, authors, affiliations, corresponding author, and keywords used in
this template. Please only use these styles and without any modification. Do not
insert any additional blank lines in the body of this template text. All styles are
defined with the necessary spacings as given in this template.
Please pay careful attention to the details of the submission and template instructions
to ensure a smooth flow of the submission processing and to ensure your submission
receives due consideration of the substantive content of your proposed contribution to
the workshop. Abstracts that are not in the template format may be returned to the
corresponding author in request for formatting correction and resubmission and risk to
not be considered due to tight timing for the peer review and ranking for the
workshop.
Keyword01; Keyword02; Max3Keywords;

Layout appearance as example
Download the MMC workshop MS word template
MMCPHA2019_Abstract_Template.doc
Generate your submission with the template only
Use only the MMC PHA "styles" without modifying them
Please follow all the instructions carefully

